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We investigate the following problem: For which open simply connected domains
do there exist interpolation schemes (a set of interpolation points) such that for any
analytic function defined in the domain the corresponding interpolating polyno-
mials converge to the function when the degree of the polynomials tends to infinity?
We also study similar problems for rational interpolants. These problems are con-
nected to the balayage (sweeping out) problems of measures. � 1999 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

Let D be a bounded simply connected domain in the complex plane C
and let, for each positive integer n, An=[anj]n

j=0 /D be a set of points, the
interpolation points. Let f be an analytic function in D. Then there exists
a unique polynomial Pn of degree at most n interpolating to f at the points
of An , i.e., the points anj , 0� j�n, are zeros of f &Pn , counting multi-
plicities. We ask the following question: Is it possible to choose An , inde-
pendently of f, so that Pn converges to f in D, as n � �, for all analytic
functions f in D? For instance, we shall see that the answer is yes if the
boundary �D of D is an analytic curve (see Example 2, Section 4) but no
if D is the interior of a rectangle (Example 3, Section 4).

The convergence problem stated above turns out to be connected to the
balayage (sweeping out) problem of measures in the following way. For
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each a # C� =C _ [�] let $a denote the Dirac measure at a, i.e., the prob-
ability measure with mass 1 at a. We introduce the normalized point
counting measure of An :

:n=
1

n+1
:
n

j=0

$anj
. (1)

Suppose that [:n]�
n=1 converges in the weak star sense to a measure :, i.e.,

that � . d:n � � . d: for every continuous function . on C� , or that a sub-
sequence of [:n] converges to :. By weak star compactness (see for
instance [St-To]) there always exists such a measure :. We shall see in
Section 4 that the solution to the convergence problem for interpolating
polynomials depends on the following question: Is it possible to choose the
interpolation points An so that �n�1 An has no limit point on �D and the
balayage :$ of : onto �D coincides with the equilibrium measure { of total
mass 1 on �D for logarithmic potentials, :$={? We refer to Section 2 for
the definition of balayage. However, {=$$� , the balayage onto �D of the
Dirac measure $� at infinity (see Subsection 2.1). Consequently, the condi-
tion :$={ can be written :$=$$� . Furthermore, the condition that
�n�1 An has no limit point on �D, implies that supp(:)/D where supp(:)
stands for the support of :, i.e., the smallest closed subset of C� outside
which : is zero. Summing up, we are led to the following balayage
problem: For a given D, does there exist a probability measure :,
supp(:)/D, such that :$=$$�?

A natural generalization of the last question is the balayage problem in
the following form where we have replaced $� by a more general probabil-
ity measure ;. For a given D, does there exist probability measures : and
;, supp(:)/D, supp(;)/C� "D� , such that :$=;$, where the prime denotes
balayage onto �D? It turns out that stated in this form the balayage
problem is strongly connected to the convergence problem for rational
interpolation with prescribed poles, to analytic functions, in particular to
the so called dual problem; see Section 4, in particular Example 2. The
investigation of rational interpolation with prescribed poles, including the
dual problem, goes back to work by Walsh [Wa] and Bagby [Ba2], and
the present authors have studied it in [Am-Wa1, Am-Wa2], stressing its
connection to the balayage problem. In this paper we study the balayage
problem stated above, but in a more general formulation (see Subsec-
tion 2.2); the main results are stated in Subsection 2.3. These results are
applied in Section 4 to the convergence problem for rational interpolation
with prescribed poles (see Theorems 3�5; the case ;=$� corresponds to
polynomial interpolation).

The general balayage problem is of interest not only because of applica-
tions to rational interpolation. It is a natural problem in potential theory
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and functional analysis, and it is connected to the study of harmonic
measures (see [BCGJ] which corresponds to the case when : and ; are
Dirac measures.

2. RESULTS ON BALAYAGE

2.1. Balayage. We define balayage by using the solution to Dirichlet's
problem and the Riesz representation theorem. Let 0 be an open regular
set in C� ; that is each connected component of 0 is regular (for the defini-
tion of regular domains, see, for example, [Ra, p. 88]). Then (see [Ra,
Corollary 4.1.8]) any continuous function g on �0 has a unique harmonic
continuation ug inside 0. Let + be a finite positive measure with
supp(+)/0� . We define a linear functional L by

g [ Lg=| ug d+

on the space C(�0) of continuous functions g on �0. By using the maximum
principle for harmonic functions we can easily check that L is bounded. Then,
by the Riesz representation theorem [Ru, Chap. 2] there exists a unique
measure +$, supp(+$)/�0, such that

Lg=| g d+$, for all g # C(�0).

Definition. +$ is the balayage (sweeping out) of + onto �0.

From the definition it follows that +$ has the same mass as +. It also
follows that we can get +$ by first sweeping + onto the boundary of an open
subset of 0, containing supp(+), and then onto �0. Furthermore, the
balayage $$a of the Dirac measure $a , a # D, is the harmonic measure for a
(i.e., evaluated at a) relative to 0 (see for instance [AmWa1, Sect. 2.2]).
Finally, $$� is the equilibrium measure for logarithmic potentials of �0 if
� # 0 and �0 is bounded (see [SaTo, Sect. II.4]).

We denote by U& the logarithmic potential of a measure &, U&=
&� log |z&t| d&(t). When �0 and supp(+) are compact subsets of C the
sweeping out process has an interpretation with potentials (see for instance
[La, Chap. IV; StTo, Appendix VII]),

U+$(z)�U+(z)+c(+) for all z # C, (2)

where equality holds for all z � 0 and c(+) is a non-negative constant. If 0
is a bounded set in C, c(+)=0.
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2.2. The Balayage Problem. We shall consider a balayage problem for
domains. We restrict our discussion to bounded simply connected domains.

Balayage problem for a pair of measures. Let D be a simply connected,
bounded domain in C with closure D� and boundary �D. Let : and ; be
probability measures in C� satisfying :(D)=1 and ;(C� "D� )=1. For which
domains D is it possible to choose : and ; so that

:$=;$, (3)

where :$ and ;$ are the sweeping out onto �D of : and ;, respectively?
The condition :(D)=1 means that : is concentrated on D. However,

supp(:) may contain points of �D. Similarly, ;(C� "D� )=1 means that ; is
concentrated on the complement of D� , but supp(;) may contain points of
�D. A particularly interesting case is when ;=$� , the Dirac measure at
infinity. Then ;$ is the equilibrium measure { of �D (see Subsection 2.1)
and (3) takes the form :$={.

Remark. There are other, natural versions of the balayage problem for
a pair of measures. For instance, assume that we require :(D)=1 and
;(C� "D)=1, i.e., we allow ; or a part of ; to be concentrated on �D.
Then it trivially follows that we can choose : and ; so that (3) holds. In
fact, we just choose ;=:$. Another related problem is as follows. Let us
require that, for some real numbers a, b # [0, 1], :(D)=a, ;(C� "D� )=b,
supp(:)/D� and supp(;)/\D. Then, again it trivially follows that there
are probability measures : and ; satisfying (3), if a+b�1. If a+b>1, on
the other hand, the problem is equivalent to the original balayage problem
for a pair of measures.

2.3. Results. Our main result is the following theorem which is proved
in Subsection 3.1. The theorem shows that there are probability measures
: and ; with supp(:)/D and supp(;)/C� "D� satisfying (3) if and only if
�D is an analytic curve.

Theorem 1. Let D/C be a bounded simply connected domain. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(a) �D is an analytic curve.

(b) There exit probability measures : and ;, supp(:)/D, supp(;)/
C� "D� , such that :$=;$, where :$ and ;$ denote the balayage onto �D of : and
;, respectively.

(c) There exists a probability measure :, supp(:)/D, such that
:$=$$� , where :$ and $$� denote the balayage onto �D of : and $� ,
respectively.
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The next theorem, which is proved in Subsection 3.2, shows that the
balayage problem has a negative solution if �D is very non-snooth. It is a
generalization of a result by Bishop et al. on harmonic measure [BCGJ].
They proved the following theorem. Let D be a Jordan domain (i.e., �D
is a Jordan curve). Let T be the set of all points on �D where �D has a
tangent; see [BCGJ] for the exact definition of a tangent point. (If D is
von Koch's snowflake domain, T=<.) Fix two points, z1 in D and z2 in
the complement of D� , and let |j be the harmonic measure for zj , j=1, 2,
relative to D and to the complement of D� , respectively. Denote one dimen-
sional Hausdorff measure by 41 . Then |1 = |2 (i.e., |1 and |2 are
mutually singular) if and only if 41(T )=0.

Theorem 2. Let D be a Jordan domain such that 41(T )=0 where T is
the set of tangent points of D. Let : and ; be probability measures such that
:(D)=1 and ;(C� "D� )=1. Then :$ = ;$, where :$ and ;$ denote the balayage
onto �D of : and ;, respectively. In particular :${;$.

The following example shows that the balayage problem for a pair of
measures may have a positive solution even if �D is not an analytic curve.

Example 1. Let := 1
2 ({1+{2) where {1 is the equilibrium measure of

total mass one of the closed interval [&1, 1] and {2 the equilibrium
measure of total mass one of the closed interval [&i, i] from &i to i on
the imaginary axis. Let D be the bounded domain bounded by the level
curve �D=[z # C : U:(z)=U:(1)]. It is possible to show that �D has cusps
at the points \1 and \i (D has approximately the form of diamonds in
a deck of cards). Then, obviously, the balayage :$ of : onto �D is the nor-
malized equilibrium measure { of �D. Consequently, if we choose ;=$�

we have :$=;$, and since :(D)=;(C� "D� )=1 we have a positive solution
of our balayage problem.

3. PROOFS

3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. Since the implication (c) O (b) is trivial it is
enough to prove (b) O (a) and (a) O (c).

Proof of (b) O (a). We first notice that we can get ;$ by first sweeping
; onto �D1 , where D1 #D is chosen close to D in the sense that
supp(;)/C� "D� 1 , and then sweeping this measure onto �D. Because of that
we may assume that (b) holds with supp(;)/C"D� . Since :$=;$ there
exists by (2) a constant c such that

U;&:(z)=U;(z)&U:(z)=c, z # �D. (4)
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We notice that U;&: is superharmonic outside supp(:), subharmonic
outside supp(;), and harmonic outside supp(:) _ supp(;). Hence, if we fix
a sufficiently small positive number =, by the maximum principle the sets

1=[z : U;&:(z)=c+=]

#=[z : U;&:(z)=c&=]

have the following properties: 1/C"D� , #/D, and 1 and # are closed,
non-empty sets without self-intersections. Consequently, 1 and # are closed
Jordan curves in C"D� and D, respectively. We fix such an = and denote by
0 the domain between the curves # and 1.

We denote by +$ the balayage of : onto # and by &$ the balayage of ;
onto 1. Since these balayage procedures do not add any mass to the
domain 0, we have the same difference between the values of the potential
U&$&+$ on 1 and # as we had for the potential U;&: . But for the last poten-
tial the difference is (c+=)&(c&=)=2=. In addition we note that since
U&$&+$ is constant on 1, this means that &$ is the balayage of +$ onto 1 (cf.
for instance [SaTo, Theorem II.4.6]), and this, in turn, means that
U&$&+$=0 everywhere on 1. Consequently, U&$&+$=&2= everywhere on #.

These arguments show that the pair of probability measures (+$, &$) is the
equilibrium distribution for the condenser (#, 1) (see [Ba1; SaTo,
Chap. VIII; StTo, Appendix VIII], for details on condensers). Then the
value 1�(2=) is called the condenser capacity. The domain 0 is doubly con-
nected. Hence, there exists a one-to-one conformal mapping . from 0 onto
an annulus [r<|z|<1], where the positive number r is determined
uniquely (see, for example, [Go, Chap. V]).

Now we need the fact that the condenser capacity is unchanged under
conformal mappings. This fact follows since the condenser capacity of a
doubly connected domain bounded by two curves #1 and #2 is completely
determined by the harmonic function u in the domain with the properties:

(i) u is identically zero on #2 (we write u(#2)=0), and identically
constant on #1 (we denote this value by u(#1)).

(ii) For arbitrary, smooth closed Jordan curves #3 in the domain
between #1 and #2 , the flux of the vector field grad u across #3 is 2?.

These two properties define the harmonic function u uniquely and then the
capacity of the condenser (#1 , #2) equals 1�(u(#2)&u(#1))=&1�u(#1).

The argument above in particular shows that the capacities of the con-
densers (#, 1) and ([ |z|=r], [ |z|=1]) are equal. We saw above that the
capacity of (#, 1 ) is 1�2=. The capacity of ([ |z|=r], [ |z|=1]) is deter-
mined by the harmonic function u(z)=ln |z|. In fact, it is easy to check
that this function satisfies the properties (i) and (ii) above, which means
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that the capacity of the condenser ([ |z|=r], [ |z|=1]) is 1�(ln 1&ln r)=
&1�ln r. Consequently, we conclude that 2==&ln r.

We now consider the harmonic function ln |.(z)| in 0, where . was
introduced above. Then ln |.(z)|=ln 1=0 on 1 and ln |.(z)|=ln r=&2=
on #. This means that the two functions u&$&+$(z) and ln |.(z)|, harmonic
in 0, coincide on the boundary of 0 and, hence, by uniqueness, in 0 as
well. In particular, by balayage and (4), ln |.(z)|=u&$&+$(z)=u;&:(z)+
c2=c3 on �D, for some constants c2 and c3 . Hence, �D=.&1([ |z|=c3]),
i.e., �D is an analytic curve.

Proof of (a) O (c). Now suppose that (a) is valid, that is �D is an
analytic curve. Denote by �(z) the one-to-one analytic function mapping
C"D� onto [ |z|>1]. By Schwarz's reflection principle (see for instance [Ra,
p. 116]) �(z) can be continued to a one-to-one analytic function from a
larger domain A#C"D onto [ |z|>1&=] for some fixed =>0. Introduce,
for some fixed r, 1&=<r<1, l=[z : |�(z)|=r], and choose : as the equi-
librium measure of l. Denote by B the outer domain of l. Then the Green
function G(z) of B with pole at infinity is given by

G(z)=c&U:(z),

where c is some constant. On the other hand

G(z)=ln |�(z)|&ln r.

From the last equality we get that �D is a level curve for G(z) and, conse-
quently, U:(z) is constant on �D. This means that the balayage :$ of : onto
�D is the equilibrium measure of �D, i.e., :$=$$� . If we now choose the
points [anj]n

j=0 on l, asymptotically distributed (as n � �) as the measure
:, we get (c).

3.2. Proof of Theorem 2. For any z # D, let |z=|z, �D denote the har-
monic measure of D evaluated at z. We will first prove that if a, b # D, then

c1|a<|b<c2|a (5)

for some positive constants c1 and c2 depending on a and b. In particular,
(5) shows that the measures |a and |b are mutually absolutely continuous.

We first assume that �D is an analytic curve. We then let . be the
Riemann mapping function of D onto the unit disk [ |z|<1] so that
.(a)=0 for some point a # D. Then . transforms the harmonic measure |a

to the normalized Lebesgue measure (i.e., total mass 1) of [ |z|=1]. From
this follows, if we denote by l the normalized arc-length measure of �D
that c3 l<|a<c4l, for some positive constants c3 and c4 depending on a.
The last inequality, finally, gives (5).
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We now prove that (5) is also true if �D is not necessarily analytic. In
this case we preliminary enclose the points a, b inside an analytic Jordan
curve # and note that the inequality (5) is true for the harmonic measures
|a, # and |b, # of the domain inside #. We then observe that the harmonic
measures |a, �D and |b, �D are the balayage onto �D of |a, # and |b, # ,
respectively. The linearity of the balayage procedure now gives (5) in the
general case.

Now let z1 # D and z2 # C"D� be chosen arbitrarily (as in the proof of
Theorem 1 we may assume that supp(;)/C"D� ). From Theorem 1 in
[BCGJ] it follows that |z1

= |z2
. Consequently, there are two Borel sub-

sets E1 and E2 of �D, E1 & E2=<, such that |z1
(E1)=1 and |z2

(E2)=1.
We have |z1

(�D"E1)=0 and from (5) we conclude that the last equality is
true if we keep E1 but change z1 to any point of D. We combine this with
the following fact. If : is any measure in D and :$ its balayage onto �D,
we have (see for instance [SaTo, Sect. II.4])

:$=|
D

|z d:(z).

The conclusion is that :$(�D"E1)=0 and, consequently, :$(E1)=1.
Analogously we get that if ; is any measure in C� "D� , then ;$(E2)=1. Sum-
marizing, we have :$(E1)=;$(E2)=1 and E1 & E2=<. This proves that
:$ = ;$ and, in particular, :${;$.

4. APPLICATIONS TO RATIONAL INTERPOLATION

Our assumptions in this section are as follows. Let D # C� be a regular
domain with boundary �D. Let An=[anj]n

j=0/D, the interpolation points,
and Bn=[bnj]n

j=1/C� , the poles, be two sets of points such that An & Bn

=< and �n�1 Bn has no limit point in D. Let f be an analytic function
in D. Then there exists [Wa, Sect. 8.1] a unique rational function rn=
Pn �Qn of degree n (i.e., Pn and Qn are polynomials of degree at most n)
with poles at Bn interpolating to f at An , i.e., rn has prescribed poles at the
points of Bn and rn= f at the points of An , counting multiplicities. We
introduce the normalized point counting measure of Bn :

;n=
1
n

:
n

j=1

$bnj
. (6)

Let : and ; be weak star limit points of the sets [:n]�
1 and [;n]�

1 , respec-
tively, where :n and ;n are the normalized point counting measures given
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by (1) and (6). We observe that if bnj=� for all j and n, rn becomes the inter-
polating polynomial Pn discussed in Section 1. In this case ;n=;=$� .

In [Am-Wa1] we proved the following convergence theorem for the
interpolating rational function rn .

Theorem 3 [Am-Wa1, Theorems 1 and 2]. Assume that �n�1 An has
no limit point on �D. Then rn � f in D, as n � �, for every analytic function
f in D, if and only if :$=;$ for any weak star limit points : and ;, of [:n]�

1

and [;n]�
1 , respectively, and in that case the convergence is locally uniform

with geometric degree of convergence.

Example 2. We claim that by combining Theorems 3 and 1 we get the
following result. Let D be a bounded, simply connected domain. Then �D
is an analytic curve if and only if there exist An /D and Bn /C� such that
�n�1 An has no limit point on �D and �n�1 Bn no limit point on D� , and
such that the rational function rn with poles Bn interpolating to f at An

converges to f, as n � �, for every analytic function f in D. In fact, the if
part follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 1. In the proof of the only
if part we can, by Theorem 1, assume that there exists a probability
measure :, supp(:)/D, such that :$=$$� . We choose bnj=� for all j and
n, which gives ;n=;=$� . By a standard argument we can discretize : to
find An /D, so that �n�1 An has no limit point on �D and :n � : in the
weak star sense. Since :$=$$� an application of Theorem 3 shows that in
this case rn � f for all analytic functions f in D. Observe that with this
choice of Bn , rn has all its poles at infinity, i.e., rn is a polynomial. Conse-
quently, if �D is an analytic curve, there exist An /D, n�1, so that
�n�1 An has no limit point on �D and the corresponding polynomials Pn

converge to f for all analytic functions f in D.
If we consider sets �n�1 An /D and � Bn /C� "D� having no limit point

on �D, the condition :$=;$ in Theorem 3 means that there is a certain
duality between interpolation points and poles. For the convergence rn � f
it does not matter if we consider rational functions with poles in Bn inter-
polating at An and analytic functions f in D, or rational functions with
poles in An interpolating at Bn and analytic functions f in C� "D� (we then
have to work with the same number of points in An and Bn and adapt the
problem to this); see [Wa, Ba2] for details on the duality.

We finish Example 2 by remarking that by Theorem 3 we get con-
vergence rn � f in D, for all analytic functions f in D, for any choice of
An /D such that �n�1 An has no limit point in D, if we take bnj on �D so
that ;=:$.

If �n�1 An has limit points on �D we get a weaker result than
Theorem 3 as shown by the next two theorems.
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Theorem 4 [Am-Wa2, Theorem 1]. Let �D be bounded and assume
that :(D)>0 for any weak star limit point : of [:n]�

1 , and that

lim
n � �

[ sup
z # �D

(U:$n
(z)&U;$n

(z))]=0. (7)

Then rn � f in D, as n � �, for any bounded, analytic function f in D,
locally uniformly with geometric degree of convergence.

Theorem 5. Let D/C, D{C be a simply connected domain. Assume
that �n�1 An has at least one limit point on �D. Then, for an arbitrary point
z0 # D"�n�1 An , there exists an analytic function f in D such that, for the
corresponding rational interpolants rn , we have

lim sup
n � �

| f (z0)&rn(z0)|=�.

Proof of Theorem 5. We prove the theorem in the more general case
when Bn is any point set satisfying An & Bn=<. When D is a disk
Theorem 5 is Theorem 2 in [Am-Wa2]. We shall adapt the proof for a
general domain D to the case of a disk by a conformal mapping. Suppose
that z0=0. We shall construct f of the form f (z)=zg(z) where g is analytic
in D.

Step 1. As in [Am-Wa2], Formulas (17) and (18), we conclude that
f (0)&rn(0)=�n

j=1 cnj g(anj), where cnj {0 depend only on [An , Bn] and
not on g.

Step 2. We want to construct g so that f (0)&rn(0) � �, as n � �.
In [Am-Wa2] this was done when D is a disk. We use that result by
making a conformal mapping , of D onto the unit disk D* and solving the
analogous problem in D* with interpolation points a*nj=,(anj) and poles
b*nj=,(bnj) (see [Am-Wa2, Sect. 4]). This gives an analytic function g* in
D* such that g= g* b , solves our problem.

Example 3. Let D be a rectangle. From Theorem 5 and Example 2 we
conclude that there does not exist An /D such that the polynomial Pn

interpolating to f at An converges to f in D for all analytic functions f in D.

In our last example we shall need the following lemma which is easily
verified.

Lemma. Let {1 be the probability equilibrium measure of [&1, 1] and
I=[&1+l, 1&l], where l is fixed, 0<l<1�2. Let +m be the normalized
point counting measure of the set of points of I consisting of zeros of the
mth Chebyshev polynomial on [&1, 1]. Let + be the restriction of {1 to I,
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normalized so that + is a probability measure. Then +m � + in the weak star
sense and U+m

� U+ , uniformly on �D, as m � �.

Example 4. Let D be the domain in Example 1. As in the previous
example, by Theorem 5 and Example 2 we observe that there does not exist
An /D such that the polynomial Pn interpolating to f at An converges to
f for all analytic functions f in D. However, we claim that we can use
Theorem 4 to conclude that it is possible to choose An /D so that the
interpolating polynomial Pn converges to f for any bounded analytic func-
tion f in D.

In fact, in the notation of Example 1, := 1
2 ({1+{2) and :$={. We

choose bnj #� which means that ;n=;=$� and ;$n=;$={. In order to
find :n we shall discretize : in such a way that (7) holds. Due to balayage
and the fact that ;$n={=:$, (7) can be written

lim
n � �

[ sup
z # �D

(U:n
(z)&U:(z))]=0. (8)

To find :n satisfying (8) we first discretize {1 by using the lemma with
numbers l=lk , k=1, 2, ..., tending to zero, and I=Ik . We then discretize
{2 in an analogous way. For a fixed k, starting with k=1, we now choose
:n for a finite sequence of values of n, by using the discretization of the
restriction to Ik of {1 and the corresponding discretization of {2 . We then
go from k to k+1 and repeat the process. Because of the lemma we can
obtain :n , n=1, 2, ..., satisfying (8). Furthermore, :n � : in the weak star
sense and :(D)>0, i.e., our claim follows from Theorem 4.
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